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October 27, 2006

Director R. Lee Fleming
Office of Federal Acknowledgment
United States Department of the Interior
NE 34BI

1951 Constitution Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20240

Re:     October 11, 20016 Letter Requesting Additional Materials Relating to Tejon Tnbe Request
for Confimiation of Status

Dear Lee;

Thank you for taking the time to discuss with me your October 11, 2006 letter requesting
additionall information and materials relating to the Tejon Indian Tnibes, Request for
Confirmation of its Status as a federally recognized tribe.  I understand that you already have
received from Chairwoman Morgan copies of most of the documents requested on the first page
of your letter (to the extent they are available) (see letter from Chairwoman Morgan dated
October 17, 2006).

As we discussed during our phone calls and as explained in Chairwoman Morgan's letter,
the Tribe has been working to locate and provide Chief Lom&'s death certificate, documents
mgarding Magdalena Ofivas, and documents relating to Chairwoman Morgan's descent from one
of the signatories to the Treaty of Tejon.  Today I am enclosing a, copy of Chief Lozada's death
certificate, and soon we will be able to provide additional responsive documentation regarding
Magdalena Olivas and Chairwoman Morgan s descent.

As I mentioned last week, the scope of the Department's request for documents
contained on the second page of the October 11` letter is of some concern to us.  We
understand that such information typically is requested in the context of a review of a
Documented Petition pursuant to 25 CFY. Pan 83.  Because the Tnbe is requesting
confinution of its existing status (as opposed to requesting review of a Part 83 Petition), we
suggest that the most appropriate and efficient approach for evaluating the Tribe's Request
would be to confirm the authenticity of the historical documents provided and to confirm Out
the members of the modern-day Tejon Tri e descend from the Tejon Indians identified on the
census of the Tejon Band compiled by Special Indian Agent Terrell in 1915,
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Regarding your request that we provide you with additional citation information for
documents listed as emits to the Tribe's Request for Confirmation, we are very happy to do so.
ever, some guidance (informally over the over the telephone would be fine) as to what
citations you fired to be incomplete would assist ups in comply rig with your request.

To the extent that it is necessary to examine additional information to confirm that the
Tejon Indian Tnbe, and not other petitioners who may be claiming some sinxilar historical
connections or genealogical relation to the Terrell census, is the core: group descended from the
historic Tejon Tribe identified in the Terrell census, we are enclosing a memorandum based on
information prepared by Dr. John Johnson.  We would be happy to provide the Dent with
additional genealogical information if you find that is necessary for completion of the
Department's genealogical analysis.

As Chairwoman Morgan indicated in her letter, at some point prior to the Tribe "s
November 1n rneeting, we would like to get together to discuss the status of the Department's
review of the Tejon Tnbe's request, as well as any remaining requests or concerns that you may
leave.  Tease let me know if you would prefer a conference call or some other form of
communication.  Finally, we also have received your letter of October 26, 2006, and we will be
responding to it shortly.

We very much appreciate the hard work and attention that your office is giving to the
Tejon Tribe's request for confirmation of its status as a federally recognized Indian tribe.  As
always, please feel free to call with any questions.

Best regards,

Suzanne K Schaeffer

cc:  The Dion. Kathryn Montes Morgan

4836053.
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The Modern "Tejon Tribe Relationship
To time Historie Tejon Tribe r ,

John P. Johnson, PhD
October 27, 2006

1 have been asked to describe the relationship of the historic Tejon Tribe (as it was
identified by federal Indian Special Agent John J. Terrell in BI.A's 1915 census) to the modern
Tejon Tribe (identified by the Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA) as "Petitioner 2300').  1
also have been asked to describe the relationship of the historic Tejon Tribe to other modem-day
tribal groups currently petitioning OFA for acknowledgement, some of which apparently claim
descent from the historic Tejon Tribe..

1 have analyl these questions both from the 1915 Terrell census looking forward, and
from the 'present -day Tejon membership looking backwards.  As described below, from either
perspective the genealogical evidence makes clear that the modern Tejon Tribe is directly
descended from the historic Tejon Tribe, and equally clear that none of the other modem-day
Tribes identified by 0FA would be able to claim to be the modern successor to the historic
Tribe.

Note:  the data on which 1 have relied for the analysis below is articulated in more detail
in the analysis provided at Table 1, Exhibit 68 of the Tejon Tribe's June 30, 2006, submission to
the Department of the Interior.  That information is incorporated here by reference..

Analysis Looking Forward.  How time Descendants of the
FUstoric Tejon Tribe Relate to Members of the Modern -]flay
Tejon Tribe

On BIA's 1915 .     pus Special Agent Terrell counted 81 individuals in the historic Tejon
Tribe,  Thirty -six of these individuals have no known modern descendants, largely because of the
historically high mortality rate for children bom in mural Indian communities.

Total historic Tribe members identified in 1915: 81

Historic Tribe members with no knower modern
descendants: 36

Historic Tribe members with descendants: 45

Of the 45 individuals on the Terrell list who have known descendants, 28 have descendants on

the modem-day Tejon Tribe membership list,  Stated another way, of those individuals on the
191 Terrell census who have descendants, 62 have descendants who are members of the

See October 19, 2006 fax from Mr. Lee Fleming (OFA) to Ms, Suzarme -Schaeffer.
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modern -day Tejon Tribe.  This demonstrates a strong nexus between the historic Tejon Tribe and
the modern -day Tejon Tribe.

Total Historic Tejon Tribe members with descendants: 45

Total Historic Tejon Tribe members with descendants in
modern -day Tejon Tribe: 28 (or 62 %)

It is important to consider as well the subsequent history of the seventeen members of the
historic Tejon Tribe whose descendants today are not evident in the modem -day Tribe's
membership.  To the best of my knowledge, fifteen of the seventeen moved away from Tejon
and have since lost all affiliation with any Indian community.

This leaves only two members of the Historic Tejon Tribe who have ancestors who today
are affiliated with other Tribes.  These two are (1) Petra. Gomez and (2) Marcelina Cordero.
Petra Gomez Ms. T3ominquez organized her immediate
family as a separate entity and is known to OFA as Petitioner 165.  It should be noted that Petra's
parents, Mariano and Isabel Gomez, have descendants among the modern day Tejon Tribe
through their other children.  Marcelina Cordero Kem. Valley Indian
Community and her descendants now are affiliated with that community (Petitioner 047)
Hence, of the 45 Tejon Indians identified on the 1915 Terrell census who have descendants, only
2 (or approximately 4 %) have descendants that are today affiliated with other tribal groups.

Total Historic Tejon Tribe members with descendants: 45

Total Historic Tejon Tribe members who have descendants,
but whose descendants are not affiliated
with the modern -day Tejon Tribe: 17

Total. Historic Tejon Tribe members with descendants
who appear to have abandoned all tribal
affiliations -:

1

15

Total historic Tribe mernbers with descendants

in modern -day Tribes other than Tejon:. 2 (or approx. 4 %)

2. Analysis Conking Backward-,  How the Modern -Day Tejon
Tribal Members Relate to Members of the Historic Tejon Tribe

Currently there are 212 individuals enrolled in the modern -day Tejon Tribe.  Each of
these individuals meets the Tribe's enrollment criteria, which include that;  (1) the member must
be a lineal descendant from the historic Tejon Tribe (i.e., effectively must be able to trace his/her

2 These were the Juana and Adolf Encinas £stilly and the Maria Ignacia family.  I know these farnilies' descendants
and believe that they no longer participate in any Indian community.

Special Agent Terrell misspelled the name Isabel as " h abed" on the 1915 censm..
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ancestry back to someone listed on the 1915 Terrell census), and (2) the member must be able to
demonstrate at least 3/8 blood quantum.

In addition to the 212 individuals already enrolled, based on interview and genealogical
data I believe that there are approximately 110 additional individuals who would be eligible for
membership in the modem-day Tribe (Le., who have an ancestor on the Terrell census and meet
the minimum blood quantum requirement) but who for one reason or another are not currently
enrolled with the Tejon Tribe .4 Hence, there is a universe of approximately 312 (212 current
members plus approximately 110 unenrolled but eligible persons) who meet the criteria for
membership in the modem-day Tejon Tribe.

The 212 current enrolled tribal members therefore constitute more than two-thirds

approximately 68%) of the total universe of the 312 individuals eligible for enrollment.  In fact,
six of the 110 unenrolled individuals have petitioned for enrollment.  Once their petitions have
been duly processed, the total enrollment will be 218, elevating the percentage of enrollment
among eligible individuals to nearly 70%.

It should also be noted that the strong nexus between the members identified on the
Terrell list and the members of the modern day Tejon Tribe evidences community, not just
individual descent.  Table 3, of the Tejon Tribe's ,Tune 30, 2006 submission shows that modem-
day Tejon members typically have multiple ancestors on the Terrell list, with 65% of them
having seven or more ancestors on the Terrell list.  This is due to the lateral as well as lineal
connections between most members of the modem-day Tribe and members of the historic Tribe,
with most modem members being two or less generations removed from the Tejon Indians
identified on historic list.

3. The Historic Origins of Other Petitioning Tribes

Information about the known origins of the seven other petitioning Tribes identified by
OFA is consistent with the data analyzed above.  Five of the seven groups have no historic or
genealogical connection to the historic Tejon Tribe as listed on the 1915 Terrell census at all:

1.  FernandenolTataviam Tribe, Petitioner 158:  This tribe's ancestors
were affiliated with Mission San Fernando and not Tejon; they never
resided on the Sebastian (Tejon) Reservation, and none of their
ancestors appear on the Terrell census.

2.   San Fernando Band ofMission Indidhs, Petitioner 163:  This tribe's
ancestors were also affiliated with Mission San Fernando and not

Tejon; they never resided on the Sebastian (Tejon) Reservation, and
none of their ancestors appear on the Terrell census.

4 Of the 110 eligible individuals, six have applied for membership in the Tejon Tribe; another six are known to be
associated' with Petitioner 165 (see discussion above conceiving Delia Dominguez and her siblings); and four are
affiliated: with Kern Valley Indian Community (see discussion above concerning Marcelina Cordero).

4837288 3
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3.   Sierra Foothill Wuksachi Yokuts Tribe, Petitioner 209:  This tribe's

ancestors appear to be affiliated with the Monachi and the Sierra
Foothills Yokuts; to the best ofmy knowledge they never resided on
the Sebastian (Tejon) Reservation and none of their ancestors appear
on the Terrell census.

4.   Monachi Indian Tribe, Petitioner 283 This tribe's ancestors lived in

the Sierra Nevada foothills, geographically distant from the Tejon, to
the best ofmy knowledge they never resided on the Sebastian (Tejon)
Reservation and none of their ancestors appear on the Terrell census.

J.   Chumash Council ofBakersfield, Petitioner 294:  This tribe's
ancestors were from the San Luis Obispo Chumash Tribe and none of
their ancestors appears on the Terrell census.  I have heard that some
of their members may have been employed by the Tejon Ranch as
cowboys, but they were not part of the historic Tejon Tribe.

Only two of the petitioning tribes, identified by OFA have any relationship to the historic Tejon
Tribe, and both of these already have been discussed in more detail above.

The first is the group which has been organized by Delia Dominguez (
and which is known to OFA as nnoqui-Chalola Council ofKitanemuk and

Yowlumne Tejon Wians, Petitioner 165.  This group descends entirely from a single individual
listed on the Terrell census and its membership appears to be limited only to offspring of that
individual.   As a result membership in that group is quite small (to the best of my knowledge,
there are no more than six individuals with a rniqimum 3/8"s Tejon blood quantum in that
group)-

The second group is the Kern Valley Indian Community, Petitioner 04 This group is
primarily composed ofKawaiisu and Tubatulaball Indians, although the group does include one
family that has a single Tejon ancestor.  As discussed above, this one family descends from
Marcelina Cordero, who left Tejon after she had been counted on the Terrell census because she
married a Kawaiisu Indian,  Her descendants are, however, primarily affiliated with her
husband's community at Kern Valley.

Conclusion

The modern-day Tejon Tribe, known to OF A as Petitioner 230, is so strongly
genealogically tied to the historic Tejon Tribe that there can be no question but that it constitutes
the solid, modern-day core of the same community as was identified by Terrell in 191 S.  It is
equally clear that there is no other tribal group that could make this same claim.

A
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